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If you are a bike enthusiast and want to ride something that can make every head turn to you, then
the Royal Enfield Bullet 500 Classic is the most perfect bike for you. The perfect rugged looks of this
bike make it one great ride for the tough men, as the word macho can be redefined with this bike.
The classic 500 version of this bike is released in India and already made quite an impression
among the bike lovers. Not only the celebrity hunks but also general bike buffs are going forward
with the investment for this bike as it comes with a pride that no other bike can provide.

With all these greatnesses you can surely imagine that the Royal Enfield Bullet 500 Classic price in
india will be high, but even the price tag of Rs. 1,26,000 is not stopping people to go for this bike,
and a glance of it will tell you why. Apart from the appearance of this bike, only the look of it is
enough to tell you that itâ€™s the most powerful bike available in India. The 499cc, 4 stroke engine of
this bike is so powerful that you can reach the top speed of 130 KMPH easily on highroads. The 5
speed gear, wet multi plate clutch and air cooling, all are of best quality in this bike.  

The wheels of this bike are specially designed to have a strong grip of the surface when you are
riding this heavy beast on high speed. The 18 inch tyres provide easy handling for you. The vintage
look of this bike comes with the design of the fuel tank and thigh pads. The hand polished and hand
lined tanks for gas of this bike makes it look even more royal and classic. The speedometer, with
classic English font, is placed in the head light case. The head light of this bike is also just like the
vintage bikes with strong light.    

The normal bikes price in India, which is quite reasonable for most of the bikes, can never be
compared with the price of this bike. This is a social edition bike, and it has a demand only in the
bike loverâ€™s circle who can afford this bike, as one thing is for sure that this bike is more for putting
up a class and style statement than of regular use. The bike can be used by one person at a time
only as it comes with a single sitting arrangement, but itâ€™s very comfortable for a luxury ride. The bike
is available in red, green and black colors. 

If you want this bike then donâ€™t worry about Royal Enfield bikes price, as you will be satisfied with the
feel of riding it.
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